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Agenda

 Introduction to the Knight Lenfest Newsroom Initiative, 
aka Table Stakes

 The newsroom as a driver of digital reader revenue

 Case Studies:

o The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

o The Durango Herald



Brief Intro: The Lenfest Institute for Journalism

My goal is to ensure that the journalism traditionally provided by the 

printed newspapers is given a new life and prolonged, while new media 

formats for its distribution are being developed.”  

- Gerry Lenfest



Funders
• Knight Foundation
• Lenfest Institute

Executing the 
program
• Doug Smith and coaches 

from Harvard’s 
Shorenstein Center

• American Press Institute
• The Poynter Institute
• Temple University
• University of North 

Carolina
• Arizona State University
• The Lenfest Institute

The Knight Lenfest Newsroom Initiative



Challenges Undertaken by Metro Newspapers in 
the Table Stakes Program in 2017 and 2018

These news organizations 
are planning and achieving 
measurable results.

They start with newsroom 
transformation and drive 
reader engagement and 
revenues

The program is focused on 
change management 
coaching, supplemented 
by peer-to-peer learning 
and expertise provided by 
industry experts

Pittsburgh Digital 
subscriptions

Audience-
based 

transformation
Community 
engagement

Omaha Digital 
subscriptions

Data-driven 
digitally-
focused 

newsroom

Topical 
verticals

Detroit
Digital 

transformation 
of newsroom

Focus on 
targeted 

geographic 
audiences

Newsroom 
revenue 

generation

Sacramento Digital 
subscriptions Regionalization Audience team

Houston Digital 
subscriptions

Newsroom 
analytics 

Vertical topics, 
such as food

Milwaukee Digital 
subscriptions

Newsroom 
workflows  

Digital 
storytelling

San Jose Digital 
newsroom

Product 
development 

process
Community 
engagement

Seattle Digital 
subscriptions

Digital 
newsroom

Audience 
engagement

Philadelphia Digital 
subscriptions Mobile products Native 

advertising



You can’t fight consumer behavior, and print ad revenue 
still has a ways to fall.  Even digital desktop is saturated.



You’ve established yourself on digital terrain, 
but how can you nourish yourself with reader 
revenue?



The Strategic Challenge

Legacy metro newspapers coined money in the olden days because of 
their LOCAL, geographic market power. But now market power comes 
from networks. And, geography severely limits the size of network for the 
vast majority of local legacy news groups. 

So, how to reimagine and build local geographic market power again?



The Strategic Challenge*

Legacy metro newspapers coined money in the olden days because of 
their LOCAL, geographic market power. But now market power comes 
from networks. And, geography severely limits the size of network for the 
vast majority of local legacy news groups. 

So, how to reimagine and build local geographic market power again?

The Table Stakes Answer:  Start by focusing your newsroom on building 
valued and valuable audiences for which you have sustainable 
competitive advantage. But newsroom transformation is only the 
beginning.  Products, experiences, reader revenue, and a controlled 
downsizing of print to match market demand are all important pieces of 
the puzzle.  



Playbook for Digital Reader Revenue

Transform Newsroom Reshape Digital Products 
& User Experience

• Audience-driven content

• New tech and data capability

• Digital-first workflow

• Editors accountable for 
audience 
development

• Culture of measurable civic 
impact

• Compelling desktop user 
experience

• Best-of-breed mobile 
experience

• User-paid digital products

• Membership in community

• Digital offerings and services 
focused on local users



Capturing Local Loyal Repeat Visitors 
is the Key to Subscriptions

• It’s not enough to simply grow your audience. Growing the number of highly 
engaged users is the key to growing digital subscriptions over the long term.

A few takeaways:

• Roughly 93 percent of visitors to 
an “average engagement” site 
read fewer than five stories

• A meter level of 10 means that 
less than 3 percent of readers are 
ever asked to pay

• All others are free to read 
uninterrupted



Funnel 
occasional 
users into 
habitual and 
paying/valuable 
loyalists

Reach 
potential 
audience

Build regular 
engagement 
and loyalty

Convert to 
membership or 
subs, with revenue

The Newsroom Plays a Central Role in 
Driving the Reader Revenue of the Future 



#4) Funnel 
occasional 
users into 
habitual and 
paying/valuable 
loyalists

#2) Publish on 
platforms used by 
your targeted 
audiences

#3) Produce and 
publish continuously to 
meet audience needs

#1) Serve targeted 
audiences with 
targeted content.

#5) Diversify and grow the 
ways you earn revenue 
from audiences you build.

#6) Partner to expand 
capacity and capabilities at 
lower, more flexible costs

#7) Drive audience growth 
and profitability from mini-
publisher perspective.

Further Detail:  Focus with Smart 
Goals on each of the 7 Table Stakes



Newspaper 
companies can create 
great paid digital user 

experiences

BostonGlobe.com > 100,000 subscribers; $25 million of 
digital subscription revenue, in a major metro area.  The 
key is attracting local loyal repeat visitors who engage 
with your content, hit your meter and will subscribe.

Measure and test :
 Product formulas
 Expression of offer
 Pricing
 Drivers such as 

newsletters, alerts
 Other factors

.

Numbers 
Redacted



Key Metrics Areas to Monitor

Acquisition Retention

Retention Rate

Customer Lifetime Value

Stop Conversion Rate

Subscriber Engagement

Bundle Activation Rate

Are we effectively acquiring 
users – including digital-only & 

print-bundled subscribers?

Are we retaining and engaging 
customers so that we can 

sustain long-term revenue?

Capture Revenue

Readership

Stop Rate

Engaged Users

Market Penetration

At the same time, are we 
growing our readership, reach 

and advertising revenue?

Build Engagement

Need to balance different metrics at various stages in 
the funnel.  API’s metrics help drive engaged users.

Digital Subscriptions – Metrics to Focus on



Philly’s First Year with a Pay Meter
Focus on both pure digital, and digitally active print 
subscribers.  These are the paying readers of the future.

Over 30,000 pure digital subs after 18 months



Program Learnings and Tools Available to You

 Table Stakes Manual written by Doug 
Smith and team available on Amazon

 API’s online resource, BetterNews.Org

 API’s Metrics for News, used by all the 
participating newspapers to improve 
their digital performance.



George Stanley
Editor and Senior VP

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel



We can GROW
Focus on what matters most:

Who seeks news but not on our platforms? How do we reach and serve them? How do we get them to return?

How do we provide news of unique value they can’t get for free elsewhere?

Act with urgency:

21 new jobs; in process of changing 5 more; keep pushing chips toward growth.



Surpassing goals

Page views up 20% YOY

Unique visitors up 29% YOY

Digital-only subscriptions up 135% since April, 2017

Well-known legacy outlet; had been flat



Become relevant to folks going elsewhere

 Table Stakes + 1st market survey since pre smart phones

Weather = Now

 Elections = Now

 Trending: $100 per child?!!!



Reporting that is accurate, trustworthy and deep builds loyalty and sells 
subscriptions

 Double-down on reporting that sets us apart

 Continually update alerts

 Investigative reports no one else can do

 Solutions, best practices, pathways to improvement

 Let them know

 ASK them to subscribe



Growth begets growth

 New audiences can attract new sponsors

 Reporting that supports democracy, tackles community concerns can 
attract  new partners



Amy Maestas
Executive Editor








Needed buy-in from employees
 Held launch party to explain Table Stakes and assign 

mini-publishers
 Selected a slogan
 Held wrap-up party to celebrate our successes



Engagement with community
 After change in print frequency, work needed to focus 

on community relationship to drive attributable 
revenue.

 Needed to rebuild loyalty.
 We needed to be seen more than just in the form of a 

print or digital product.



Goals met from challenge statement
May 2017-18

 Doubled digital subscriptions
 Doubled our digital signups (newsletters, text alerts, 

breaking news emails)
 Increased print subscriptions 20%
 Face-to-face interactions with just more than 1,000 

people.
 Changed metered paywall vendor to improve user 

experience
 Created revenue-generating bi-monthly storyteller 

events
 Ad reps established relationships with 10 key 

community organizations (serve on boards, volunteer, 
co-host events)



Attributable revenue
~$250,000

 Newsletter sponsorships, including increasing the 
number of newsletters offered

 Durango Diaries events
 Print and digital subscription increases
 Negotiating contract with CMS
 Changed paywall vendors



Showing our value to community

 Transparent about what we were doing
 Did journalism that resonated with them; we did online 

survey about what news matters most to them
 Asked them outright to subscribe
 Tracked changes

• Page views up 11% year over year
• Users up 18% year over year
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